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Abstract: Numerous exciting optical effects in all-dielectric high-refractive-index structures
are associated with so-called toroidal electrodynamics. Among these effects are anapoles,
nonradiated states caused by interference phenomena, e.g. between electric dipole and toroidal
dipole modes. For a spherical particle it is possible to reach simultaneous destructive interference
for electric, magnetic, and corresponding toroidal dipole modes (so-called hybrid anapole mode),
by varying the refractive index and/or particle size. However, there are no sufficient degrees of
freedom within spherical geometry to extend the hybrid anapole mode effect to higher multipoles.
Due to the optical theorem, it is also impossible to create the ideal anapole with destructive
interference for all multipoles under plane wave illumination. In principle, it is possible to
suppress radiation losses for the finite number of multipoles only by constructing the nanoantenna
with complex geometry. Our approach of the hybrid anapole state excitation, we demonstrate in
ellipsoidal all-dielectric particle providing cancellation of both electric and magnetic scattering
up to quadrupole modes. This effect is achieved due to the optimised geometry of the ellipsoidal
particle. Moreover, we provide classification of novel anapoles arising due to interference
between moments and their mean- square radii (MSR) of electric, magnetic and toroidal family
and introduce generalized anapoles for high order interaction between moments. Our concept
is useful for the design of light controlling devices, reflectionless metasurfaces, high Q-factor
opened resonators and nonscattering particle development.
© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

There are two long-standing problems in nanophotonics and laser-matter interaction [1]. The
first one is related to the creation and analysis of field distributions at scales much shorter than
the radiation wavelength. This problem is in the foundation of the novel photonic technologies
including nanoantennas, biosensing/detecting devices, beam splitting and cloaking. The second
problem is related to the possibility of creating a high-quality open resonator with a Q-factor
comparable to the reciprocal of the natural linewidth of an excited atom, Q=ω/∆ω. This is quite
challenging for nanometer-scale structures. According to the whispery gallery modes (WGM)
theory [2] the interface with a curvature (as in the case of the sphere), does not support the total
internal reflection: part of the wave still seeps out of the ball out. This leakage can be small just
for sufficiently large structures. Small structures, in general, have strong radiation losses. It limits
the efficiency of nanolasers as well as an electric and magnetic intensities at the nanoscale. In
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recent years, however, the hope has arisen that both problems can be solved within the framework
of toroidal electrodynamics [3].
Note, that even possibility of directional scattering for nanoparticles is quite challenging,
because of symmetrical Rayleigh dipole scattering. However, it can be broken for perfectly
conducting nanoparticles, where the ratio of forward and backward scattering intensities is equal
to 1:9 [4]. Another ability is related to plasmonic nanoparticles, which have a fast variation of
the forward scattering to backward scattering near quadrupole resonance [5]. It is also possible
to realize in high refractive index nanoparticles which possess strong magnetic response [6,7].
It was shortly confirmed experimentally [8,9]. Ability to control strong magnetic and electric
dipoles yields a wealth of unique optical properties. For example, at the frequency of radiation
where the amplitudes and phases of magnetic and electric dipoles are equal (it is the so-called
the first Kerker condition [10]) the backward scattering is completely suppressed in the dipole
approximation [11–13]. All-dielectric resonant nanostructures have emerged as a promising
platform for many nanophotonics applications, see e.g. [14–16]. In contrast, the anapole mode
(this term was introduced by Ya. Zeldovich [17]) are characterized by the zero scattering in all
possible directions, that is, about complete invisibility in the far-field. Interestingly, this does not
prevent the object from being visible in the near-field. It was observed experimentally in the
microwave with metamaterial which unit cell, containing four split wire loops embedded into a
dielectric slab [18], as well as in optical range with silicon nanocylinders [19], in plasmonics
[20] and many other systems [21–40].
2.

Classification of anapoles

Scattering of the plane monochromatic wave by the dielectric particle is described by a solution
of Maxwell equations together with boundary conditions. Analysis of this solution is based on the
multipolar decomposition [41–44], which indicates the correspondence between the multipolar
components of the source and the multipolar fields radiated by it. This multipolar decomposition
can be done in different ways, e.g. by using spherical multipoles or Cartesian moments [43,44].
The Cartesian approach is more suitable for introducing of the toroidal moment [45].
Although, the anapole represents a specific example of interference effect arises from the
interaction of three families of multipolar modes: electric, magnetic, and toroidal [46]. However,
the well-known electric anapole mode is caused by destructive interference of electric dipole and
toroidal dipole mode [18–36,47,48].
In addition, the technique for magnetic anapole mode excitation analytically studied in extremely
high-index all-dielectric spherical particles [49]. The mechanism for such magnetic nonradiating
state is different from electric anapole excitation and aimed at extinguishing magnetic response
utilizing excitation of so-called magnetic mean square radii moments (MSR) interfering with a
magnetic dipole moment. On the other hand, one can pursue the idea of coexistence of both
electric and magnetic anapole modes for creation of purely nonradiating sources, also known as
hybrid anapole [49]. The main advantage of hybrid anapole is that the scattering cross section of
electric and magnetic multipoles tends to zero and hybrid anapole supporting by particle appears
invisible.
Indeed, the scattering cross section of the particle can be described by terms of multipoles
[50]:
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Here ε 0 and µ0 are vacuum permittivity and permeability, ε p - permittivity of the surrounding
medium c - speed of light, k - wavenumber, Ein - is the amplitude of an incident E -field.
We use Cartesian multipole expansion, where pi - electric dipole, mi - magnetic dipole, Ti toroidal dipole, Mi⟨2⟩ -magnetic so-called mean-square radii, Ti⟨2⟩ - toroidal mean-square radii,
m⟨2⟩
T
Qeij -electric quadrupole, Qm
ij - magnetic quadrupole, Qij -toroidal quadrupole moments and Qij
mean-square radius of magnetic quadrupole. Omitted octupole terms and corresponding toroidal
moments can be found in Ref. [44,46,50–52]. All multipole modes are expressed by integrals
over particle volume with different moments of current j [50].
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Although one can be confused about the definition of anapoles, but we introduce a classification
and define generalized conditions for anapoles (Table 1).
Table 1. Classification of anapoles
No

Type

1

Electric anapole

2

Magnetic anapole

3

Toroidal anapole

4

Electric quadrupole anapole

5

Magnetic quadrupole anapole

Trivial

Nontrivial
pi = −

ikεp ⟨2⟩
c Mi
⟨2⟩
Ti= − ik2 εp Ti

ikεp
c Ti

mi = −

Qm
ij = −

ik3 εp 2 ⟨2⟩
c Ti
ikεp T
e
Qij = − c Qij

pi = −

ikεp m⟨2⟩
c Qij

At this point, we can distinguish the trivial anapoles which are the result of interaction between
multipoles and their MSR of the same families, and nontrivial anapoles, which in contrast, can
be excited by multipoles of different families. The most famous electric anapole (1 in Table 1)
is nontrivial nonradiating configuration, while destructive interference between electric and
toroidal quadrupoles produces nontrivial electric quadrupole anapole (4 in Table 1) of next
order. Destructive interference between magnetic moment and magnetic MSR moment provides
trivial magnetic anapole (2 in Table 1) configuration [41–44]. Hybrid anapole of both electric
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and magnetic anapole excitations suppress scattering of electric and magnetic origin. Since the
theory of hybrid anapoles have emerged quite recently, there are a just few works on its theoretical
investigation [49].
Moreover, the first term in Eq. (1) shows that toroidal MSR contributes to total electric anapole
ikε

ik3 ε

2

and condition pi + c p Ti + c p Ti⟨2⟩ = 0 should be satisfied. In additional, to the classical
electrical anapole, two extra destructive interactions appear in the system.
Toroidal anapole (3 in Table 1) appears to be in both nontrivial and trivial states. Indeed,
interaction in destructive manner of toroidal moment and its MSR is trivial due to interference
between dipoles of the same family. In contrast, nontrivial toroidal anapole can be emerged due
to interaction of electric dipole moment with toroidal MSR.
Magnetic quadrupole anapole is trivial configuration of interacting of magnetic quadrupole
with its mean square radius (5 in Table 1).
From Table 1, we can expect that trivial and nontrivial anapole configurations excited in
particle by external radiation lead to invisibility due to almost suppressed scattering (1) provided
by several anapole types in the same frequency range.
In general, higher-order multipole modes produce lower scattering. Thus, providing conditions
for the suppression of four main terms in Eq. (1) we expect a high level of invisibility in the
same frequency range. Note, that even with excitation of electric anapole it is possible to reach
scattering below the Rayleigh scattering [25].
Moreover, in Table 2 we show four generalized anapole modes which we intend excite
simultaneously in hybrid anapole mode and demonstrate their contribution to the far-field. These
modes correspond to four attendants in Eq. (1). The first term in Eq. (1) shows that toroidal
moment and its MSR contributes to total electric dipole. For complete invisibility, we need to
combine not only trivial and also nontrivial anapole modes to reach the total suppression for the
electric and magnetic radiation (Table 2).
Table 2. Generalized anapole conditions
No

Type

Short

1

Generalized electric dipole

ed

2

Generalized magnetic dipole

md

3

Generalized electric quadrupole

eq

4

Generalized magnetic quadrupole

mq

Anapole mode
pi +

ikεp
ik3 εp 2 ⟨2⟩
c Ti +
c Ti
ikε
⟨2⟩
mi + c p Mi
ikε
p
Qeij + c QTij
ikεp m⟨2⟩
Qm
ij + c Qij

The problem, however, is that we need a sufficient number of free parameters to provide
suppression of the corresponding modes. For example, for spherical particle it is possible to
provide suppression of both electric and magnetic dipole modes by a selection of two free
√
parameters in the Mie theory: refractive index n = εp and size parameter q=2πR/λ (R is radius
of the particle). It is impossible to provide suppression of all dipole and quadrupole scattering for
spherical particle simultaneously. However, by changing the particle geometry one can acquire
additional free parameter, e.g. the ratio of the major semi-axis a to the minor semi-axis b (i.e.,
the aspect ratio a/b) characterizes the spheroidal (ellipsoid of revolution) particle shape [53]. In
Ref. [53] this additional parameter was used to provide for oblate (disk-like shape) spheroid
maximum forward light scattering together with suppression of backscattering due to the first
Kerker condition. In principle, one can use this additional parameter to find minimum forward
scattering together with suppression of backscattering for spheroid. However, for spheroid, we
can suppress only one – electric or magnetic quadrupole scattering mode.
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To suppress both quadrupole scattering modes, we heed two additional free parameters, e.g.
using three axes in parallelepiped (a × b × c̄) or 3D ellipsoid particle with shape given by equation
x2 y2 z2
+
+
=1
a2 b2 c̄2

(5)

In this paper, we demonstrate the theoretical model based on the all-dielectric 3D ellipsoid
particle (see in Fig. 1), which scatter the plane wave in hybrid anapole manner. Therefore, we
endeavor to show the tunability of different type of anapoles in ellipsoid particle by the interplay
of its geometrical parameters, which may indicate on physical nature of the multipole as a whole.

Fig. 1. Illustration of an all-dielectric ellipsoidal particle placed on the vacuum medium.
Wavevector k is directed along z-axis and electric field E directed along x-axis.

The study of ellipsoidal structures is important not only for invisible nanophotonics applications
but also for investigations of large astrophysical objects. Many particles in planetary and interstellar
dust are crystalline of nonspherical – ellipsoidal shape; therefore, understanding their scattering
characteristics may be useful in inverse-scattering astrophysical and aerosol problems [52–57].
Probably, the study of the invisible properties of ellipsoidal objects will be able to explain the
nature of these objects.
3.

Results and discussion

In order to demonstrate generalized hybrid anapole approach we perform numerical simulation
of electromagnetic scattering by ellipsoidal particle by a commercial version of CST Microwave
Studio and using Time domain solver with open boundary conditions. The particle is illuminated
by a plane wave (Fig. 1).
The parameters of the particle are as follows: the major axis is b=1.85R the minor axes are
a=0.7R and c = R, dielectric permittivity is ε p =30. An external linearly polarized wave incident
on the ellipsoidal particle in normal direction so that wavevector is co-directed with minor axis
c̄. Another minor axis a corresponds to the electric component and major axis b, respectively,
corresponds to the magnetic component of the wave.
We characterize the electromagnetic response of particle by the scattering cross section
spectrum (Fig. 2). We observe almost zero scattering at q=0.85, which implies that the
nonradiating state of the particle is excited, where both generalized dipole modes and electric
quadrupole mode are suppressed. We plot scattering cross section via independent parameter
q = 2πR/λ and normalized on ellipse cross-section S = πab. The total scattering is limited by
magnetic quadrupole mode. However, the scattering beyond this range is very high ∼ 10.
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Fig. 2. Scattering cross section and contribution of basic multipoles in Table 1(a)- Electric
dipole contribution (“ed” first term in Eq. (1)) – red line. Magnetic dipole contribution
(“md” second term in Eq. (1)) – blue line. Electric quadrupole contribution (“eq” third term
in Eq. (1)) – green line. Magnetic quadrupole contribution (“mq” fourth term in Eq. (1)) –
wine line. Sum of four terms – black line. (b)- p - electric dipole, m - magnetic dipole, T toroidal dipole, M<2> -magnetic so-called mean-square radii, T<2> - toroidal mean-square
radii, Qe - electric quadrupole, Qm - magnetic quadrupole, QT -toroidal quadrupole moments
and Qm<2> - mean-square radius of magnetic quadrupole.

Therefore, it is proved by near field distribution maps at this frequency, demonstrating
unperturbed wavefront propagation through the particle (Fig. 3(a, b and c) for electric field and d,
e, f for magnetic field). Thus, the particle at frequency q = 0.85 is implied to be invisible. We
were not able to reach simultaneously local minimum for magnetic quadrupole, which is situated
at higher frequencies, q = 0.91. However, this magnetic quadrupole mode can also be suppressed
for the particle on the substrate as it is shown further.

Fig. 3. Electric and magnetic fields distribution in xy-plain (a, d), yz-plain (b, e), and
zx-plain (c, f) of ellipsoid particle with axis: a=0.7R, b=1.85R and c = R at q = 0.85.

For considered particle parameters, one can see resonant behavior of multipoles intensities
at q = 0.85, their dipole moments and quadrupole, as well as mean-square radii. Namely, the
interference of electric type dipoles, i.e. electric and toroidal dipoles, as well as toroidal MSR
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(see, the red curve in Fig. 2) perfectly coincides with the position of interference of magnetic
type dipoles – magnetic dipole and magnetic MSR (see, blue curve in Fig. 4(a)). Therefore,
these suppressed intensities are accompanied by deep-lying (10−3 ) electric type quadrupoles
(electric and toroidal quadrupoles, see, the green curve in Fig. 4(a)). The intensity of magnetic
type quadrupoles (magnetic quadrupole and MSR of magnetic quadrupole) is nearly zero (0.02)
and exceeds other kinds of multipoles. However, it does not strongly affect no scattering pattern
of the particle.

Fig. 4. Intensities of interfering anapoles of dipole and quadrupole orders for the ellipsoid
of parameter a=0.7R, b=1.55R and c = R (a) and b = 2.05R (b), (c)- evaluation of anapoles
with b.

As for an individual contribution of each multipole, the overlap between electric and magnetic
moments and their mean square radii is observed at q = 0.85 (see, Fig. 2(b)). Although, toroidal
and electric moments coincide in intensities at q = 0.85 forming electric anapole, while magnetic
moment interferes destructively with magnetic MSR forming magnetic anapole. The similar
regime is observed for electric quadrupole anapoles. As a total, the contribution of three types of
anapoles of electric, magnetic, and electric quadrupole anapoles constitutes hybrid anapole at
q = 0.85.
However, we must clarify the qualitative resonant coincidence of various types of anapoles
forming a hybrid anapole. For this aim, we demonstrate how each parameter governs multipoles
positions and enables physically tuning of their anapoles. In particular, the changing of major axis
b leads to the detuning of hybrid anapole state with widespread of multipoles, see Fig. 4. Namely,
lessening (elongating) of the major axis b leads to the redshift (blueshift) of magnetic anapole
(blue curve) while electric anapole (red curve) stay around the same position, see Fig. 4(a) and
(b). The same regime occurs for electric quadrupole anapole (green curve). Here, we conclude
that the major axis b is a channel for magnetic dipoles tuning.
In order to estimate the evolution of anapoles frequencies with parameter b, we plot a graph
of electric, magnetic, and electric quadrupole anapoles resonance frequencies depended on b
parameter. Indeed, electric anapole and electric quadrupole anapole are almost unchanged during
b variation. However, magnetic anapole frequency is changing dramatically with b from 1.5R to
2.2R (Fig. 4(c)).
Furthermore, we study the influence of the minor axis c, which is in the same direction
wavevector of the external wave. In contrast with the situation above, the lessening (elongating)
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of the minor axis c leads to the blueshift (redshift) of electric anapole (red curve), while magnetic
anapole (blue curve) and electric quadrupole anapole (green curve) stays almost unperturbed
(Fig. 5(a) and (b)). Thus, minor axis c along wavevector can be defined as the channel for electric
anapole tuning.

Fig. 5. Intensities of interfering multipoles of dipole and quadrupole orders for ellipsoid of
parameter a = 0.7R, b = 1.85R with c = 0.75R (a) and c = 1.2R (b), (c)- evaluation of anapoles
with c.

We summarize the evaluation of anapoles with changing parameter c on the graph, which
clearly demonstrates geometrical tunability of electric anapole (Fig. 5(c)).
The minor axis a is the tunable channel of electric quadrupole anapole. The resonance
frequency of this type of anapole undergoes redshift with increasing a from 0.45R up to 0.85R.
However, this tunability is characterized by blueshift of a higher than 0.85R as soon as the
ellipsoidal form of the particle becomes spheroidal if a tends to c (Fig. 6).
It is obvious from the previous discussion of Fig. 4–6, the parameters tuning enables suppression
of scattering of electric and magnetic anapoles, as well as electric quadrupole anapole. Once
the electric quadrupole anapole scattering is suppressed, magnetic quadrupoles scattering
contribution becomes strong. On the one hand, in practical issues, the application of suitable low
dielectric substrate may suppress this magnetic quadrupole response and, therefore, makes the
realization of ideal hybrid nonradiating anapole one step closer.
Indeed, we intentionally do not present the magnetic quadrupole anapole on Fig. 4–6 since its
contribution has not resonance frequency in the considered range. However, in real experiments,
the ellipsoidal particle should be placed on the low-index substrate. Indeed, the Fabry–Pérot
resonance arising due to multiple scattering from substrate borders enhances magnetic quadrupole
moment of the particle, which is parasitic factor in many experiments of toroidal dipole observation
in planar metamaterials [58]. But in our case, the substrate may play a positive role for suppression
of magnetic quadrupole intensity in a destructive manner. Very recently, the role of Fabry–Pérot
resonance in hybrid anapole excitation has been predicted for all-dielectric large cylinders [59].
For this aim, we consider our particle on a thin substrate with low permittivity of 1.5
and demonstrate how the magnetic quadrupole moment is interfering with MSR of magnetic
quadrupole depending on substrate thickness (Fig. 7). For thinnest substrate h = 0.2R (Fig. 7(a))
magnetic quadrupole anapole has not pronounced deep, but we observe strong its minima on
h = R and higher (Fig. 7(b) and (c)), where magnetic quadrupole anapole has intensity lower than
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Fig. 6. Intensities of interfering multipoles of dipole and quadrupole orders for ellipsoid of
parameter c = R, b = 1.85R with a = 0.45R (a), a = 0.8R (b), (c) - evaluation of anapoles with
a.

other anapoles. Thus, the fourth channel of magnetic quadrupole anapole complements hybrid
anapole of the particle that closer to total invisibility of the particle.

Fig. 7. Intensities of interfering multipoles of dipole and quadrupole orders for ellipsoid of
parameter a = 0.7R, c = R, b = 1.85R put on substrate of ε=1.5 with the thickness h = 0.2R
(a), R (b) and 1.8R (c).

As a summary, we should note, that ellipsoidal shape is closest to the shape of drops, which
often arise during the fabrication of polymeric and eutectic micro and nanoparticles [58–65].
In particular, eutectic elliptical particles can be used for photonics where these materials have
plasma frequency in THz range due to phonon- polariton interaction with high permittivity
[66–70]. Moreover, the latest report of the demonstration of high-order anapole state in gold
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spheroids brings our concept of generalized hybrid anapoles in ellipsoidal particles to a new level
[70].
4.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed classification of novel trivial and nontrivial anapoles arising due
to interference between moments and their mean square radii (MSR) of electric, magnetic and
toroidal family and introduce generalized anapoles for high order interaction between moments.
We theoretically studied a novel class of all-dielectric ellipsoidal particle that exhibits a resonant
hybrid anapole response. We demonstrated excitation by means of four generalized anapole
channels which can be “manually” tuned by changing of axes of the ellipsoid and presented
substrate. This particle possesses almost zero scattering due to electric, magnetic and their
quadrupoles anapoles excitation. This technique can be promising for practical realization of
invisible nanophotonics and strong field localization devices.
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